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Dan Brown Quotes

       No love is greater than that of a father for His son. 
~Dan Brown

Men go to far greater lengths to avoid what they fear than to obtain
what they desire. 
~Dan Brown

I love the gray area between right and wrong. 
~Dan Brown

Nobody tells you what you can and can't do. 
~Dan Brown

Our minds sometimes see what our hearts wish were true. 
~Dan Brown

Neutrinos have mass? i didn't even know they're Catholic!" Robert to
Vittoria 
~Dan Brown

Everything is possible. The impossible just takes longer. 
~Dan Brown

â€¦In the end we are all just searching for truth, that which is greater
than ourselves. 
~Dan Brown

Sometimes a change of perspective is all it takes to see the light. 
~Dan Brown

The human mind has a primitive ego defense mechanism that negates
all realities that produce too much stress for the brain to handle. It's
called Denial. 
~Dan Brown
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The truth can be glimpsed only through the eyes of death. 
~Dan Brown

Futurists don't consider overpopulation one of the issues of the future.
They consider it the issue of the future. 
~Dan Brown

Wide acceptance of an idea is not proof of its validity. 
~Dan Brown

When a question has no correct answer, there is only one honest
response. The gray area between yes and no. Silence. 
~Dan Brown

Men in power are always interested in greater power. 
~Dan Brown

Angels and demons were identical--interchangeable archetypes--all a
matter of polarity. The guardian angel who conquered your enemy in
battle was perceived by your enemy as a demon destroyer. 
~Dan Brown

Science and religion are not at odds. Science is simply too young to
understand. 
~Dan Brown

Sometimes all it takes is a tiny shift of perspective to see something
familiar in a totally new light. 
~Dan Brown

Open your minds, my friends. We all fear what we do not understand. 
~Dan Brown

Knowledge grows exponentially. The more we know, the greater our
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ability to learn, and the faster we expand our knowledge base. 
~Dan Brown

But believe me, just because the human mind can't imagine something
happening...doesn't mean it won't. 
~Dan Brown

Religion has always persecuted science. 
~Dan Brown

Since the beginning of time, spirituality and religion have been called to
fill in the gaps that science did not understand. 
~Dan Brown

Only one form of contagion travels faster than a virus. And that's fear. 
~Dan Brown

Remember tonight...for it's the beginning of forever. - Dante Alighieri 
~Dan Brown

Each of us is now electronically connected to the globe, and yet we feel
utterly alone. 
~Dan Brown

Faith is a continuum, and we each fall on that line where we may. 
~Dan Brown

Today is today. But there are many tomorrows 
~Dan Brown

But who is more ignorant? The man who cannot define lightning, or the
man who does not respect its awesome power? 
~Dan Brown
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Time is a river, and books are boats. 
~Dan Brown

Great minds are always feared by lesser minds. 
~Dan Brown

So long as they speak your name, you shall never die. 
~Dan Brown

Death is only a byproduct of terrorism. 
~Dan Brown

Knowledge is a tool, and like all tools, its impact is in the hands of the
user. 
~Dan Brown

Science tells me God must exist. My mind tells me I will never
understand God. And my heart tells me I am not meant to. 
~Dan Brown

Two thousand years ago, we lived in a world of Gods and Goddesses.
Today, we live in a world solely of Gods. Women in most cultures have
been stripped of their spiritual power. 
~Dan Brown

Sooner or later we've all got to let go of our past. 
~Dan Brown

The Bible, as we know it today, was collated by the pagan Roman
Emperor Constantine the Great 
~Dan Brown

Proof ... was a conclusion built on a pyramid of facts, a broad base of
accepted information on which more specific assertions were made. 
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~Dan Brown

Powerful truth has its own gravity and eventually pulls people back to it.

~Dan Brown

Misunderstanding a culture's symbols is a common root of predujice. 
~Dan Brown

Nothing is more creative... nor destructive... than a brilliant mind with a
purpose. 
~Dan Brown

Terrorism is not an expression of rage. Terrorism is a political weapon.
Remove a government's facade of infallibility, and you remove it's
people's faith. 
~Dan Brown

The only difference between you and God is that you have forgotten
you are divine. 
~Dan Brown

Madness breeds madness. 
~Dan Brown

Nothing is hidden that will not be made known; nothing is secret that
will not come to light. 
~Dan Brown

Throughout history, every period of enlightenment has been
accompanied by darkness, pushing in opposition. Such are laws of
nature and balance. 
~Dan Brown
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Nothing captures human interest more than human tragedy. 
~Dan Brown

Madness is the WHO staring into the abyss and denying it is there.
Madness is an ostrich who sticks her head in the sand while a pack of
hyenas closes around her. - Lanky Man with green eyes 
~Dan Brown

It has always been this way. Death is followed by birth. To reach
paradise, man must pass through inferno. - Bertrand Zobrist 
~Dan Brown

Life is filled with difficult decisions, he thought. And winners are those
who make them. 
~Dan Brown

Perception is transformed, and a new reality is born. 
~Dan Brown

Peace on this planet will not be forged by military strength. It will be
forged by those who come together despite their government's
differences. 
~Dan Brown

The media is the right arm of anarchy. 
~Dan Brown

The decisions of our past are the architects of our present. 
~Dan Brown

Life is filled with secrets. You can't learn them all at once. 
~Dan Brown

the most dangerous enemy is that which no one fears! 
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~Dan Brown

There comes a moment in history when ignorance is no longer a
forgivable offense... a moment when only wisdom has the power to
absolve. - Bertrand Zobrist 
~Dan Brown

Man is simply playing by nature's rules,and art is man's attempt to
imitate the beauty of the Creator's hand 
~Dan Brown

I've learned never to close my mind to an idea simply because it seems
miraculous. 
~Dan Brown

That is the definition of faith - acceptance of that which we imagine to
be true, that which we cannot prove. 
~Dan Brown

Stand tall, smile bright, and let 'em wonder what secret's making you
laugh. 
~Dan Brown

Pure energy is the father of creation. 
~Dan Brown

What really matters is what you believe. 
~Dan Brown

Google' is not a synonym for 'research'. 
~Dan Brown

When swimming into a dark tunnel,there arrives a point of no return
when you no longer have enough breath to double back.your choice is
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to swim forward into the unknown....and pray for an exit 
~Dan Brown

...and trauma had a way of burning memories deeper into the mind. 
~Dan Brown

Sometimes, divine revelation simply means adjusting your brain to hear
what your heart already knows." Angels and Demons p. 484 
~Dan Brown

Who will guard the guards ? If we're the guards of society, then who will
watch us and make sure that we're not dangerous? 
~Dan Brown

Anyone who said power was not addictive had never really experienced
it. 
~Dan Brown

Chaos was the natural law of the universe. Indifference was the engine
of entropy. Man's apathy was the fertile ground in which the dark spirits
tended their seeds. 
~Dan Brown

The information was kept hidden for the same reason we keep matches
from children. In the correct hands, fire can provide illumination... but in
the wrong hands, fire can be highly destructive. 
~Dan Brown

The more man learned, the more he realized he did not know. 
~Dan Brown

Small minds have always lashed out at what they don't understand. 
~Dan Brown
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Oftentimes, those special brains, the ones that are capable of focusing
more intently than others, do so at the expense of emotional maturity 
~Dan Brown

All around the world, we are gazing skyward waiting for Godâ€¦ Never
realizing that God is waiting for us. 
~Dan Brown

The power of human thought grows exponentially with the number of
minds that share that thought. 
~Dan Brown

When multiple explanations exist, the simplest is usually correct. 
~Dan Brown

Wealth is commonplace but wisdom is rare. I beg you to remember that
wealth without wisdom can often end in disaster. 
~Dan Brown

I believe that thinking about the problem â€¦ is your problem. 
~Dan Brown

God answers all prayers, but sometimes his answer is 'no'. 
~Dan Brown

Pain is a part of growing-up. It is how we learn. 
~Dan Brown

Langdon turned to Sophie. "Who is that? What... happened?" Teabing
hobbled over. "You were rescued by a knight brandishing an Excalibur
made by Acme Orthopedic. 
~Dan Brown

It is always darkest before the dawn. 
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~Dan Brown

Fear cripples faster than any implement of war. 
~Dan Brown

God, grant me strength to accept those things I cannot change. 
~Dan Brown

Telling someone about what a symbol means is like telling someone
how music should make them feel. 
~Dan Brown

I'm somebody who likes codes and ciphers and chases and artwork
and architecture, and all the things you find in a Robert Langdon thriller.

~Dan Brown

Human thought can literally transform the physical world .. we are the
masters of our own universe 
~Dan Brown

She was deeply passionate about the sacred feminine. 
~Dan Brown

I consider myself a student of many religions. The more I learn, the
more questions I have. For me, the spiritual quest will be a life-long
work in progress. 
~Dan Brown

When they face desperation... human beings become animals. 
~Dan Brown

Language can be very adept at hiding the truth. 
~Dan Brown
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For me, a good thriller must teach me something about the real world. 
~Dan Brown

...your memories will be muddled and uncataloged - past, present, and
imagination all mixed together. The same thing happens in dreams. 
~Dan Brown

God created... light anddark, heaven and hell-science claims the same
thing as religion, that the Big Bang createdeverything in the universe
with an opposite."Including matter itself, antimatter" 
~Dan Brown

As he flushed, an unexpected realization hit him. This is the Pope's
toilet, he thought. I just took a leak in the Pope's toilet. He had to
chuckle. The Holy Throne. 
~Dan Brown

Outside, in the newly fallen darkness, the world had been transformed.
The sky had become a glistening tapestry of stars. 
~Dan Brown

Relax," Langdon whispered. "Do your piranha thing. 
~Dan Brown

Authors, he thought. Even the sane ones are nuts. 
~Dan Brown
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